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Abstract

Recent advances in synthesizing realistic faces have shown that synthetic training data can replace real data for various face-related computer vision tasks. A question arises: how important is realism? Is the pursuit of photorealism excessive? In this work, we show otherwise. We boost the realism of our synthetic faces by introducing dynamic skin wrinkles in response to facial expressions, and observe significant performance improvements in downstream computer vision tasks. Previous approaches for producing such wrinkles either required prohibitive artist effort to scale across identities and expressions, or were not capable of reconstructing high-frequency skin details with sufficient fidelity. Our key contribution is an approach that produces realistic wrinkles across a large and diverse population of digital humans. Concretely, we formalize the concept of mesh-tension and use it to aggregate possible wrinkles from high-quality expression scans into albedo and displacement texture maps. At synthesis, we use these maps to produce wrinkles even for expressions not represented in the source scans. Additionally, to provide a more nuanced indicator of model performance under deformations resulting from compressed expressions, we introduce the 300W-winks evaluation subset and the Pexels dataset of closed eyes and winks.

1. Introduction

Synthetic data has been commonly employed for a variety of computer vision tasks including object recognition [2–5], scene understanding [6–9], eye tracking [10, 11], hand tracking [12, 13], and full body analysis [14–16]. However, the complexity of modeling the human head has largely precluded the generation of full-face synthetics for face-related machine learning. While realistic digital humans have been created for movies and video games, they usually entail significant artist effort per character [17, 18]. Consequently in literature, the synthesis of facial training data has been accompanied by simplifications, or a focus on parts of the face such as the eye region [19, 20] or the hockey mask [21–24]. This has resulted in a domain gap—a difference in distributions between real and synthetic facial data that makes generalization challenging. Efforts towards bridging this domain gap have mainly utilized domain adaptation to refine synthesized images [25] or domain-adversarial training where models are encouraged to ignore domain differences [26]. As such, generating realistic face data has been considered so challenging that it is assumed that synthetic data cannot fully replace real data for in-the-wild tasks [25].

Figure 1: Final renders for a diverse set of synthetic identities and expressions. For each identity we illustrate renders using the base method of Wood et al. [1] (left), and our added technique for generating expression-based wrinkling effects (right). For the same expression parameters, our method produces varied wrinkling effects across distinct identities (middle and bottom row).
To directly address the challenge, Wood et al. [1] attempted to minimize the domain gap at the source, by generating synthetic faces with unprecedented realism. Their method procedurally combines a parametric 3D face model with a comprehensive library of high-quality artist-created assets including textures, hair, and clothing. In doing so, the method overcomes a key bottleneck in techniques employed by the Visual Effects (VFX) industry for synthesizing realistic humans—that of scale. The procedural sampling can randomly create and render novel 3D faces without manual intervention. Machine learning systems trained on the synthesized data for landmark localization and face parsing achieved performance comparable with the state-of-the-art without using a single real image.

However, one limitation of the method proposed by Wood et al. [1] is the lack of dynamic, expression dependent wrinkles. The method generates textures using only the neutral-expression scans, which remain static for all deformations of the underlying face mesh resulting from expression changes. In this work we propose a simple yet effective method for incorporating expression-based wrinkles. Our central idea is to capture complex wrinkling effects for an identity from high-resolution scans of their posed expressions. We store all these possible wrinkles into albedo detail built by high-pass filtering the albedo texture. In contrast, we automatically compute an additional sets of albedo and displacement wrinkle textures from expression scans to support dynamic wrinkling effects.

3. Related Work

Wrinkle Maps. Oat [27] proposed using a pair of bump maps to render animated wrinkles on virtual characters. These bump maps—called wrinkle maps—store surface normals for an expanded (or stretched) and compressed (or scrunched-up) expression, typically obtained from artist sculpted high-resolution meshes. A base normal map stores fine surface details such as pores. In order to achieve independently controlled wrinkles, the face is divided into multiple regions. Each region is specified by an artist-defined mask stored in a texture map. An animated scalar wrinkle weight in the range \([-1, 1]\) then interpolates between the two wrinkle maps for each masked region: at either end of the range one of the wrinkle maps is at its full influence, with a weight of 0 corresponding to no influence on the base normal map. A similar method was later independently proposed by Duque Reis et al. [31] using a single wrinkle map. Jimenez et al. [29] expanded on the scheme proposed by Oat [27], allowing for the use of any number of wrinkle maps, with a weight in the range of \([0, 1]\) defining the influence of each map. Subsequent improvements to make the technique amenable in real-time or performance driven settings involved the dynamic generation of either the region masks [30] or the wrinkle weights [28]. Both approaches relied on using a skinned mesh attached to bones. Dutreve et al. [30] proposed generating dynamic region masks by using
Figure 2: Method Overview. The state-of-the-art method for face synthetics [1] generates albedo and displacement textures using only the neutral-expression scan for an identity (middle row, also see Figure 1). In contrast, we automatically compute expanded and compressed texture maps to aggregate wrinkling effects in the face and neck regions across available posed-expression scans for the identity. At synthesis, for a given set of arbitrary expression parameters we compute the local tension at every vertex in the corresponding face mesh: we depict expansion in green and compression in red. This mesh tension serves as weights to dynamically blend between the neutral, expanded, and compressed texture maps to synthesize the wrinkling effect at that vertex. Note that our method can thereby generate wrinkles for expressions even beyond those represented in the source scans.

Simulation Based Approaches. While the use of wrinkle maps is the most common methodology when artistic control is of importance, several alternate techniques have been proposed for simulating wrinkles on 3D surfaces. These methods can broadly be grouped into physical and geometric simulation of wrinkles. An early physical simulation based approach employed a biomechanical perspective, considering the skin as an elastic membrane and modeling the deformations using linear plastic model [33]. Boissieux et al. [34] extended the elastic membrane perspective by modeling the skin as a volumetric substance comprising layers of different materials and using a finite element method for computing deformations. Finite element modeling was also employed in subsequent works to simulate forearm skin wrinkling [35], and skin aging [36]. Wang et al. [37] and Venkataraman et al. [38] proposed energy based approaches. Here, wrinkle deformations are produced by minimizing an energy function indicating flexure properties of a governing curve on a surface. To produce wrinkles on dynamic meshes such as simulated cloth, Müller and Chentanez [39] proposed attaching a higher resolution wrinkle mesh to the coarse base mesh and determining the deviations of the wrinkle mesh vertices using a static solver [40]. Geometric simulation based approaches typically involve expressing the wrinkles using some geometric primitives. Bando et al. [41] represented wrinkles using a cubic Bezier curve, generating their furrows from a sequence of starting points along a user specified direction field. Other proposed techniques involved the use of length preserving constraints on planar curves along with artist placed features at locations on an animated mesh where wrinkling is desired [42, 43]. Ilie et al. [44] employed a Hermite spline interpolation along with a modified Rayleigh distribution function to simulate wrinkling activity in facial animations. Subsequent methods extracted wrinkle curves automatically from images [45, 46]. Finally, Gui et al. [47] used both a muscle model and a geometric wrinkle shape function to simulate 3D facial wrinkles.

Machine Learning Approaches. More recently, several methods for expression and texture synthesis, and facial performance capture have addressed the synthesis of wrinkles. As part of their performance capture system, Cao et al. [48] trained regressors for mapping local image appearance to wrinkle displacements to augment a coarse face mesh tracked in real-time. Zeng et al. [24] and Richardson et al. [22] proposed convolutional networks based refinement architectures to reconstruct detailed facial geometry from a single image. Nagano et al. [49] proposed a
conditional generative adversarial network architecture for the synthesis of image-based dynamic 3D avatars. Given a single neutral-face input image, their system can generate novel photo-real expressions from alternate viewpoints, including variable details such as wrinkles. More directly, Deng et al. [50] proposed a variational autoencoder architecture to synthesize plausible fine-scale wrinkles on a variety of coarse-scale 3D faces.

4. Synthesizing Expression-Based Wrinkles

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of our approach. The underlying idea is that wrinkles can be synthesized additively over the neutral-expression textures. We formalize the concept of mesh tension and use it to automatically aggregate wrinkling effects in a data-driven manner across all expression scans of an identity. We store these possible wrinkles corresponding to the expansion and compression deformations of the face in separate albedo and displacement textures, which we collectively refer to as wrinkle maps in this work. Note that displacement maps modify the underlying geometry unlike bump or normal maps that simply simulate the geometry changes. At synthesis, we sample a face mesh from a generative face model [1] and randomly select a set of neutral and wrinkle textures corresponding to an identity from the available scans. We then compute the tension in the face mesh to drive the blending between the neutral and wrinkle maps to obtain dynamic wrinkling effects. In contrast with previous learning-based wrinkling methods [22–24, 50], we do not build a generative model for the textures since such models struggle to reconstruct high frequency details such as wrinkles compared to directly extracting them from scans.

4.1. Mesh Tension

We formalize mesh tension to capture the amount of compression or expansion at each vertex of a 3D polygon mesh resulting from a deformation. More concretely, we express mesh tension as a function of the mean change in the length of the edges connected to a vertex as a result of the deformation. Consider an undeformed mesh \( \overline{X} = (\overline{V}, \overline{E}) \) with a sequence of vertices \( \overline{V} \) and sequence of edges \( \overline{E} \), that undergoes a deformation to result in the mesh \( X = (V, E) \). We only consider deformations such that \( \overline{X} \) and \( X \) possess the same topology. For vertex \( v_i \in V \), let \( (e_1, \ldots, e_K) \) denote the sequence of \( K \) edges connected to \( v_i \), with \( (\overline{e}_1, \ldots, \overline{e}_K) \) denoting the corresponding edges in \( \overline{X} \) connected to \( \overline{v}_i \). We then define the mesh tension at \( v_i \) as

\[
 t_{v_i} := 1 - \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in [K]} \frac{\|e_k\|}{\|\overline{e}_k\|},
\]

where \( [K] = \{1, \ldots, K\} \), and \( \|\| \) denotes edge length. Note that we subtract from 1 so that positive values of \( t_{v_i} \) indicate compression, negative values indicate expansion, and a value of 0 indicates no change.

In practice, for finer manual control we introduce the parameters of strength \( s \) to scale the tension, and bias \( b \) to artificially favor expansion or compression, computing the weighted tension at \( v_i \) as \( t'_{v_i} = s \cdot t_{v_i} + b \). Further, we allow for artificial propagation of expansion and compression effects through the mesh. For each effect we introduce a parameter denoting the number of iterations for a morphological dilation (positive values) or erosion (negative values) operation. The propagation of each effect is first performed independently over the mesh, and the resulting tension values are added for vertices that end up with both expansion and compression. Figure 3 illustrates these effects for a simple cylindrical mesh. See Appendix A for additional illustrations of the effect of the tension parameters. Code as a Blender [51] add-on is available at https://github.com/chiraganaran/mesh-tension

4.2. Data and Preprocessing

We start with a set of high-quality commercially available 3D scans of 208 individuals. All 208 identities contain scans with neutral expressions, while 52 contain additional
Figure 5: Cleaning Raw Textures. We illustrate the cleanup of albedo (top) and displacement (bottom) textures on the surprise expression. We automatically remove the hair and sensor noise artifacts in the raw textures around the head, neck, and cheeks while preserving the desired wrinkles in the nose, forehead, and mouth regions (compared to the base mesh, with neutral albedo and without displacement respectively, for the same expression).

scans for posed expressions. The neutral scans were manually cleaned for removing noise and hair artifacts, and registered to the topology of the 3D face model proposed by Wood et al. [1], resulting in a mesh of 7,667 vertices and 7,414 polygons. Figure 4 illustrates the scans.

Automatic Cleaning of Expression Scans. The manual cleaning of scans is a labor-intensive process. To automate the process of masking the noise and hair artifacts from the expression scans, we utilize the difference between the raw and manually-cleaned neutral scans. Concretely, we employ a two-stage masking procedure illustrated in Figure 5. First, we apply an identity-agnostic coarse mask to filter most artifacts outside of the hockey-mask and neck regions where expression-based wrinkling occurs. Next, to capture the manual changes made by the artists in the cleaning of each neutral scan, we employ a Gaussian Mixture Model-based background subtraction technique [52]. Treating the clean neutral textures as background and the raw original ones as foreground, we obtain an identity-specific mask of the noise and hair artifacts for every identity. We apply this fine mask to clean the textures from the corresponding expression scans for each identity.

4.3. Data-Driven Wrinkle Maps

Tension-Weighted Wrinkle Maps. Figure 6 illustrates our method for generating wrinkle maps from the face scans. Our underlying idea is to use the tension at each vertex as weights in a linear combination of the cleaned textures across expressions, with zero tension corresponding to the neutral textures. (Figure 6 depicts raw textures for easier visual correspondence with the scans.) We begin by fitting the generative face model from Wood et al. [1] to the raw scans and compute the tension maps from the resulting meshes. The individual expansion and compression maps are then normalized using the softmax function. Finally, we linearly combine expression textures using the normalized tension as weights to obtain the expanded and compressed albedo wrinkle maps. The same procedure is applied to obtain both the albedo and displacement wrinkle maps.

Identities With Missing Expression Scans. How do we compute wrinkle maps for the identities without posed expression scans? We employ a simple wrinkle-grafting procedure. For a target identity without wrinkle maps, we find the source identity with wrinkle maps that has the most sim-
Figure 7: **Grafting Wrinkles.** For an identity with missing expression scans (target), we find the identity from among those with expression scans that has the most similar neutral albedo map (source). We then graft the wrinkles from the source’s wrinkle map onto the target’s neutral texture to obtain the target wrinkle maps (here illustrating the compressed albedo).

Table 1: **Landmark Localization on 300W.** We normalize mean error using interocular distance. Lower is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Common NME</th>
<th>Challenging NME</th>
<th>Private FR&lt;sub&gt;10%&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trained on Real Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAB [53]</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWING [54]</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODN [55]</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3FabRec [56]</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUVLi [57]</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trained on Synthetic Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No wrinkles [1]</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (wrinkles)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: **Final Renders for Some Identities with Grafted Wrinkles.** We computed the wrinkle maps for these identities by grafting wrinkles from identities with expression scans (see Figure 7). We illustrate two expressions for each identity, without (left) and with wrinkles (right).

5. **Experiments and Results**

We evaluate our proposed mesh-tension driven wrinkles both quantitatively and qualitatively on two face analysis tasks: landmark detection (Section 5.1) and normal estimation (Section 5.2). We compare adding mesh-tension to the existing SOTA method for full-face synthetics, and compare the performance of models trained on the resulting data against SOTA approaches in the field for these tasks.

5.1. **Landmark Localization**

**Experimental Details.** We use direct regression based facial landmark detection [58] with an off-the-shelf ResNet 101 [59]. We use a 256 × 256 px RGB image as input to predict 703 dense facial landmarks. We additionally employ label translation [1] to deal with systematic inconsistencies between our 703 predicted dense landmarks and the 68 sparse landmarks labeled as ground truth in our evaluation datasets (this is done only for Table 1).

As a training dataset we rendered 100k synthetic images, consisting of 20k identities with 5 frames for each identity (different view-points, expressions, and environments). We also generated ground-truth annotations of 703 dense 2D landmarks from the face-meshes to accompany each image. We train our models for 300 epochs using PyTorch Lightning, starting with a learning rate of 1e–3 and halved every 100 epochs.

**Evaluation Datasets and Metrics.** We use the 300W dataset [60] (with common, challenging and private subsets), and employ the standard normalized mean error (NME) and failure rate (FR<sub>10%</sub>) error metrics [60].

While the 300W dataset provides evaluation of overall
Table 2: Landmark Localization - Eyes. We report eye-opening errors for Pexels, and eyelid point-to-polyline errors for 300W and the winks subset. In all cases normalized by bounding-box diagonal. Lower is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Pexels</th>
<th>300W</th>
<th>300W-winks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trained on Real Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWING [54]</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3FabRec [56]</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trained on Synthetic Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No wrinkles [1]</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (wrinkles)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

landmark detection performance, it is not sensitive enough to detect improvements in specific parts of the face or during particular expressions. We identify a small subset of 30 images from 300W that contain winks and compressed face expressions (300W-winks) to provide a more nuanced indication of performance under such deformations. We report errors for eyelid-landmarks by taking a point-to-line distance from every predicted eyelid landmark to the corresponding polyline defining an eyelid in ground truth. This metric allows us to better understand eye region error and to use different landmark definitions in training and evaluating models (e.g. from our 703 landmark model or from 98 landmark models [54]). See Appendix E for the list of images in 300W-winks.

We also introduce a Pexels dataset which contains 318 images of fully closed eyes (because of blinking, scrunching or compressing the face) and 105 images with only a single eye closed (winking). This allows us to assess model performance under such conditions which are rare in other datasets. To collect the data we used a stock photography website ¹ using search terms wink/blink/compress/scrunched and similar image searches. We select only semi-frontal images with no or limited occlusion of the eyes to best evaluate performance in that region. The URLs of the images selected can be found in Appendix F. Knowing which images contain fully closed eyes or just a single eye closed allows us to measure eyelid accuracy without explicit landmark annotations. We define the eye opening error as the mean eye aperture of both eyes in the eye-closed case and eye aperture of closed eye in the wink case. See Appendix B for illustrations of the above two metrics.

Baselines. We compare against recent SOTA methods trained on images of real faces. For subsequent nuanced analysis on 300W-winks and Pexels we consider the methods of Wang et al. [54] and Browatzki and Wallraven [56] since they collectively yield the best performance on 300W.

Results. From Table 1 we see that our proposed mesh-tension driven wrinkles provide a marginal improvement for landmark localization. However, when we look at specific eye region results on 300W, 300W-winks and Pexels in Table 2, we see that improvement is much larger for the eye region and our synthetic-only trained approaches outperform real-data based models. Also see Figure 9 and Appendix C.

Ablation. We further analyze the importance of the albedo and displacement wrinkling components for landmark detection. From Figure 10 and Table 3 we see that displacement plays a more important role than albedo in improving performance, but best results are achieved through a combination of both.

Figure 9: Qualitative results for landmark localization on Pexels. Training on synthetic faces with our expression-based wrinkles is crucial for localizing keypoints in compressed regions of the face.

Table 3: Landmark Localization Ablation. We report eye-opening errors for Pexels, and eyelid point-to-polyline errors for 300W and the winks subset. Lower is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Disp. Only</th>
<th>Albedo Only</th>
<th>Full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300W</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300W-winks</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pexels</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹https://www.pexels.com/
Figure 10: **Expression-Based Wrinkle Components.** We add wrinkles through two components: displacement and albedo. Here we show each in isolation. Displacement is critical for achieving realistic lighting of wrinkles. Especially note the forehead (zoomed) and neck regions.

![Figure 10](image1)

Figure 11: **Qualitative Surface-Normals Predictions on Pexels.** The model trained on synthetic faces with wrinkles recovers significantly more high-frequency details.

![Figure 11](image2)

5.2. Surface-Normals Prediction

Surface normals can be used to infer 3D information about a surface from 2D images, and have been used in several human-centered vision tasks such as clothing [61] and face-shape [62] reconstruction and relighting [63].

We train a U-Net [64] with a ResNet 18 [59] encoder to predict camera-space surface normals of the face. As input we use $256 \times 256$ px RGB images from a dataset of $50k$ synthetics images. The network is trained for 200 epochs using cosine similarity loss with a learning rate of $1e^{-3}$. Camera-space surface normal images rendered as part of our synthetic data pipeline are used as ground-truth.

Results on real images are shown in Figure 11; the network trained on images synthesized with our method recovers more high-frequency detail on the face. As shown in Figure 12, we achieve comparable results to other recent methods for face surface-normals prediction [62, 63]. Further comparisons are provided in Appendix D.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a method for introducing dynamic expression-based wrinkles to synthetic faces that yields improved performance on the downstream tasks of landmark localization and surface-normals estimation, especially for regions of the face most deformed by expressions.

Our use of tension in the face mesh is key in the automatic scaling of our method with identities and expressions, which has been a bottleneck for past wrinkling approaches that rely on prohibitive artist effort. In addition, our data-driven approach also enables the capturing of real wrinkles from scans which doesn’t require artistic judgment.

By boosting the realism of synthesized faces with dynamic wrinkles, we have made an explicit case for synthetic data: our method yields improved performance for models on downstream tasks. In addition, synthesizing data with diverse faces across races and genders involves significantly less effort than collecting representative datasets in the wild. Consequently, downstream real-life systems developed using such synthetic data are less likely to suffer from unfair biases along these sensitive variables.
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